AURO Cloud Powered by OpenStack
AURO delivers public cloud benefits with the control and security of a private cloud environment. You now have
ready access to Canada’s Public Cloud™ with distributed compute, storage and network services that utilize the
industry leading OpenStack cloud operating system. AURO is based in Canada and meets all Canadian privacy
requirements while delivering a public cloud environment that has API and service level compatibility with other
leading public clouds like AWS. You can now use the same toolsets, scripts, and APIs while benefiting from
Canada’s unique regulatory environment.
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TRUSTED 24/7 OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
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Our support team is an extension of your business.
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and easily allows each tenant to be securely
segregated allowing for compliance related workloads.
If you are looking for more flexibility and want to use
the public cloud with your on-premise deployment,
and let you leverage the latest innovations that deliver







Get higher ROI over traditional infrastructure
and virtualization
Lower cost than many public clouds
Meets Canadian privacy and data requirements
Enhanced security
Rapid flexibility and scale
Enable DevOps to meet mission-critical projects

agility, scalability, security, and real time resources.

For more information call +1 855 226-4678 or visit www.auro.io/start.
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